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9. Race nomenclature systems:  
Can we speak the same language?
T. Fetch Jr.1, Y. Jin2, K. Nazari3, R. Park4,    
M. Prashar5, Z. Pretorius6

Abstract
The first system describing physiologic 

specialization in the cereal rust fungi was that by 
Stakman and Levine (1922) for the wheat stem rust 
pathogen. Thirty seven biologic forms or “races” were 
identified using 12 differential wheat lines. Since then, 
additional variability in physiologic specialization 
was found and several systems evolved to describe 
this variation using numbers, letters, or combinations 
of both. This led to difficulties in comparing races, 
most often because of differences in the system that 
is used and the differential lines employed. A system 
that describes virulence succinctly and allows easily-
made comparisons between races is highly desirable. 
Additionally, differential lines should be monogenic or 
near-isogenic so that virulence is classified on a genetic 
basis. Wherever near-isogenic stocks are used, it is vital 
that the recurrent parent is included. The systems that 
appear to be best suited to describing virulence with 
the above parameters are the letter-code and octal 
nomenclature. Of these, the letter-code system is the 
most commonly used based on a survey of research 
scientists working on stem rust. Thus, the letter-code 
system that uses 20 differential host lines is proposed 
to describe the nomenclature of Puccinia graminis f. 
sp. tritici on a worldwide basis. In addition, the source 
seedstock line for each differential gene is provided.
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Introduction
Several nomenclature systems describing virulence 

in Puccinia graminis f. sp. tritici Eriks. & E. Henn. have 
been developed, but to date, there is no worldwide 
consensus on a single system. Physiologic races of P. 
graminis f. sp. tritici were first described by Stakman 
(1914), and the first key to describe 37 races of wheat 
stem rust was published by Stakman and Levine (1922) 
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using 12 differential wheat host lines. This key was 
updated by Stakman et al. (1962) to describe 297 races. 
This key used the differential host lines Little Club (SrLC), 
Marquis (Sr7b, 18, 19, 20), Reliance (Sr5, 16, 18, 20), Kota 
(Sr7b, 18, 19, 28, Kt2), Arnautka (Sr9d, a), Mindum (Sr9d, 
a), Spelmar (Sr9d, a, b), Kubanka (Sr9g, c), Acme (Sr9g, d), 
Einkorn (Sr21), Vernal emmer (Sr9e), and Khapli (Sr7a, 13, 
14) (Roelfs and Martens 1988). This sequential number 
system set the standard on which the naming of cereal 
rust races was founded.

With an understanding of the gene-for-gene 
relationship in the 1950s and the development of lines 
with single stem rust resistance genes, new systems 
of nomenclature were developed (Roelfs and Martens 
1988). Watson and Luig (1963) in Australia modified the 
Stakman system by adding 6 additional lines (e.g. race 
98-1,2,3,5,6, which denoted equivalency to Stakman 
race 98 with virulence on additional lines numbered 1, 
2, 3, 5, and 6). The current system in Australia is similar, 
but with 13 additional lines (McIntosh et. al. 1995). In 
Canada, a “C-race” formula system was developed by 
Green using 8 single Sr gene differential lines, and later 
amended to 16 lines (Martens et al. 1989). Green et al. 
(1970) also devised an East Africa (EA) nomenclature 
to describe races in Kenya, Ethiopia and Tanzania using 
nine differential cultivars, similar to the Stakman number 
system. In South Africa, a formula system similar to 
the “C-race” system is currently used, in which a prefix 
(2=stem rust, SA=South Africa) is used in tandem 
with a number (Pretorius et al. 2007) and uses 16 Sr 
genes. In China, a combination of the Stakman system, 
five Chinese supplemental lines, and a letter-code is 
currently used to describe races of wheat stem rust (C. 
Yuanyin pers comm).

In 1988, a new hexadecimal system using letters to 
describe virulence in P. graminis f. sp. tritici was proposed 
by Roelfs and Martens (1988) for international use. 
This system uses consonants from “B” to “T” to describe 
virulence patterns (Low or High for each line) across sets 
of 4 lines (Table 1). Initially, three sets were proposed, 
but currently five sets are used to describe virulence 
using the letter code system (Jin et al. 2008); the fifth 
set being added recently to differentiate strains within 
the race TTKS (Ug99) cluster. TTKSK (Ug99) is a highly 
virulent race that recently emerged in Africa (Pretorius 
et al. 2000) and is unique by being the only strain with 
virulence for gene Sr31, which is widely deployed in 
CIMMYT, European, and Chinese wheat varieties.

Another system for nomenclature of plant 
pathogens was proposed by Limpert et al. (1994) and 
uses a mathematical code. This uses coded triplets and 
is known commonly as the octal nomenclature system. 
Differential lines are grouped in ordered sets of three, 
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and scores for each line are assigned based on low or 
high responses. If the response is low, the score for the 
line is zero. If the response is high, the score is a one for 
line one, two for line two, and four for line three. Scores 
are added across the three lines to obtain the octal 
number for that set of three lines, e.g. if high on lines 
one and three, the score is 1+0+4=5. Thus, an octal code 
of 3.1.4.5 on 12 differential lines indicates virulence on 
differential lines 1, 2, 4, 9, 10, and 12. The octal code is 
currently used to describe virulence in Puccinia hordei 
and Blumeria graminis.

Table 1 Letter code system for P. graminis f. sp. tritici 

Four gene differential sets

Sr5 Sr21 Sr9e Sr7b

Sr11 Sr6 Sr8a Sr9g

Sr36 Sr9b Sr30 Sr17

Sr9a Sr9d Sr10 SrTmp

Pgt letter Sr24 Sr31 Sr38 SrMcN
B L L L L
C L L L H
D L L H L
F L L H H
G L H L L
H L H L H
J L H H L
K L H H H
L H L L L
M H L L H
N H L H L
P H L H H
Q H H L L
R H H L H
S H H H L
T H H H H

This system assigns a letter for each four-gene set of 
differential lines based on the pattern of low (L) and 

high (H) seedling responses, where L = avirulent and H 
= virulent on each specific Sr gene line.

Previous attempts (Roelfs and Martens 1988) to 
establish a unified system to describe rust nomenclature 
were not successful, but with the efforts to track 
the movement of Ug99 and to identify dangerous 
new variants, it is clear that a single system would 
be preferred to communicate virulence information 
on a worldwide basis. The desired attributes of 

any nomenclature system are that it should be 
concise, relatively easy to use, and easily discern 
relationships among races. The problems with 
some current nomenclature systems are: 1) some 
differential lines are not monogenic; 2) some genes 
are not useful on a worldwide scale and are difficult 
to score unambiguously into low or high categories; 
3) comparisons to other systems are very difficult; 
and 4) regional virulence determines the selection of 
differential lines used. In order to address these issues, 
discussion among scientists at several institutions 
where rust race pathotyping is performed resolved the 
following: 1) since the host-pathogen genetics follows 
a gene-for-gene system, differential lines should be 
selected on a single-gene basis and not as a line; 2) since 
there are several backgrounds in which single-gene 
lines have been developed, the source line for each 
gene needs to be agreed upon; and 3) a single system 
communicating avirulence/virulence information for 
international comparison needs to be decided.

In order to decide which system is most 
appropriate, comparisons were made across four 
currently-used nomenclature systems for wheat stem 
rust. These systems were: 1) Stakman or modifications 
thereof; 2) formula or “C” system; 3) octal system; 
and 4) letter-code system. Of these, it was clear that 
the numerical systems used to name races simply 
in order of discovery (Stakman and “C” race) do not 
provide information that allows comparisons of 
easily seen phenotypic similarities and differences. 
Thus, mathematical systems (octal, letter-code) were 
seen as clearly superior in quickly and easily showing 
comparative information across races. A survey 
conducted by Z. Pretorius (these proceedings) indicated 
that the letter-code using five sets of differential lines (20 
Sr genes) is being used by many institutions conducting 
race analysis in order to track movement of Ug99. 
Thus, this system was chosen for use in international 
descriptions of virulence in Puccinia graminis f. sp. tritici, 
but local reports could continue to use current systems 
(and additional lines) as they chose. If additional lines 
are found to be important to more fully describe the 
avirulence/virulence phenotype of an isolate, then the 
description should use the five-letter code followed by 
a dash and then indicate any additional virulences using 
the corresponding Sr gene (not the line). For example, 
if an isolate of TTKSK was found with virulence for Sr13 
and Sr26, then the code would be TTKSK-Sr13, Sr26. 
Additional letters can be appended if more sets of four 
differential lines are needed.

In addition to selection of the letter-code system for 
use in international nomenclature for Puccinia graminis 
f. sp. tritici, specific single-gene lines for each differential 
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gene were agreed upon (Table 2). This was done using 
the known reactions of the different lines currently 
used, and recommending the line with the clearest low 
infection type. Development of a near-isogenic series 
was also discussed, and the Avocet background will be 
used as a starting point (R. Park, University of Sydney) in 
attempting to develop a new series of single-gene lines. 

The agreement on the letter-code system, selection 
of specific Sr genes, and source seedstocks is a step 
forward in being able to undertake race pathotyping in 
a unified manner on a worldwide basis, enabling use of 
a common language in terms of avirulence/virulence 
phenotyping in Puccinia graminis f. sp. tritici.

Table 2 Differential genotypes recommended for use in pathotyping Puccinia graminis f. sp. tritici

Gene LIT Accession Description

Sr5 0 CI 14159 ISr5-Ra; Thatcher/Chinese Spring

Sr21 1- Unassigned T. monococcum/8*LMPG-6   

Sr9e 1- to 2- PI 442914 Vernstein

Sr7b 2 CI 14165 ISr7b-Ra; Hope/Chinese Spring

Sr11 ; to 2- PI 155433 Yalta

Sr6 0; CI 14163 ISr6-Ra; Red Egyptian/Chinese Spring

Sr8a 2- to 2 PI 221154 Mentana

Sr9g 2- CI 5284 Acme

Sr36 0; CI 17385 W2691/SrTt-1 (CI 12632)

Sr9b 2 Unassigned Prelude*4/2/Marquis*6/Kenya 117A

Sr30 1+ to 2 PI 330957 Festiguay

Sr17 ;1 Unassigned Prelude/8*Marquis*2/2/Esp 518/9

Sr9a 1- to 2- CI 14169 ISr9a-Ra  Red Egyptian/Chinese Spring

Sr9d 1- to 1 CI 14177 ISr9d-Ra  Hope/Chinese Spring

Sr10 ;1N to 3C CI 17388 W2691/2/2*Marquis*4/Egypt NA95

SrTmp 2- Unassigned Triumph 64 (CI 13679)/Chinese Spring

Sr24 1- to 2- Unassigned Little Club/Agent (CI 13523)

Sr31 1- to 2 Unassigned Federation*4/ Kavkaz

Sr38 X= AUS 99172 Trident  = Spear*4/VPM (PI 519303)

SrMcN 2- CI 15288 McNair 701

LIT = Low infection type commonly displayed in an incompatible response
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